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Abstract. This paper presents a symbolic formalism for modeling and retrieving video data via the moving
objects contained in the video images. The model integrates the representations of individual moving objects in
a scene with the time-varying relationships between them by incorporating both the notions of object tracks and
temporal sequences of PIRs (projection interval relationships). The model is supported by a set of operations
which form the basis of a moving object algebra. This algebra allows one to retrieve scenes and information from
scenes by specifying both spatial and temporal properties of the objects involved. It also provides operations
to create new scenes from existing ones. A prototype implementation is described which allows queries to be
speciﬁed either via an animation sketch or using the moving object algebra.
Keywords: Multimedia Retrieval, Moving objects Model, Content-based image retrieval, Symbolic video model
1. Introduction
In recent years, we have witnessed a rapidgrowth of multimedia applicationsin ﬁelds such
as entertainment, education and training. The growth has been intensiﬁed by the rapid
development of computer technology, especially powerful workstations and high capacity
digital storage systems (e.g. optical discs) and the rapid reduction in the cost of these
devices. On the other hand, the software that manages multimedia data is still far from
satisfactory. Early multimedia software concentratedprimarily on the presentation of mul-
timedia data, dealingwith such issues as synchronizationof differentmediastreams. More
important in the long term, however, will be software that provides efﬁcient storage and
retrievalofmultimediadata, especiallycontent-basedretrieval. Theproblemofdeveloping
such software has been attracting much attention in recent years [5, 15, 2].
Image-based multimedia data can be treated in many different ways. One approach is
to consider visual properties of images such as colour, texture, shape, and so on. This
allows us to ask queries such as “Find all images that are mainly red in color” or “Find all
images which have a mix of colors similar to this example image”. The “visual-features”
approach has been actively pursued for some time and has yielded some useful systems
(e.g. QBIC [11]).
Another approach is to consider the semantic composition of images in terms of the
individual objects contained in them and the spatial relationships among these objects.
This would enable us to ask queries such as “Find images that show a red apple on a table”
or “Find images that show a river running beneath a rough stone bridge”. Note that these
queries incorporate visual properties as well as spatial relationships between objects.
The preceding examples deal with static image data (e.g. photographs, drawings) where
the main relationships among objects are spatial. In dynamic image data (e.g. video,276
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animation) the relationships include not only spatial, but also temporal and spatiotemporal
ones. For video retrieval, we would like to be able to ask queries such as “Find a scene
where an apple rolls along the top of a table and falls off to land beside it” or “Find a scene
where a man in a blue suit enters a wood-panelled room from the left”. A data model that
captures the relationships among moving objects will allow such queries to be formulated
and answered, and thus provide a basis for content-based video retrieval.
Video retrieval systems are a very important application for multimedia database tech-
nology. So far, however, most video retrieval systems have used textual annotations as
the basis for retrieval [14, 26]. The problems with using unstructured or semi-structured
text for retrieval are well-known. There has also been some work on video retrieval using
simple visual features (for example [32]). The current state-of-the-art in video retrieval is
reported in [31, 2].
Since video retrieval based on moving objects requires the manipulation of large vol-
umes of both spatial and temporal information, one might expect some help from the
substantial body of research in spatial databases [13, 27] and temporal databases [16].
However, research on the integration of space and time in the database area is still in its
infancy [3], and a recent survey on spatiotemporal databases [1] does not show much de-
velopment. Consequently, there has been little work done on content-based video retrieval
using spatiotemporal features (in particular, spatiotemporal relationships) [18].
A model for moving objects must be able to deal with both the movement of individual
objects and with the dynamically changing relationships among objects. To achieve this
objective, we propose a graph-based symbolic model. Each node of the graph contains a
description of one particular object and its movement (if any). Each edge in the graph is
labeled with the temporal sequence of relationships between the objects in the end-point
nodes. Each scene in a video is described by a single graph, where there is one node for
each object of interest in the scene, and every pair of objects has an edge describing the
time-varying relationship between them.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the following sub-section, we
brieﬂyreviewthe2D-PIRmodelforspatialrelationshipsbetweenstaticobjectswhichforms
the basis for our moving objects model. Section 2 discusses in detail the data model for
moving objects. Section 3 presents an algebra for moving objects. Section 4 demonstrates
retrieval of video via moving objects using the proposed algebra in speciﬁc applications.
Section 5 discusses similarity based retrieval and how we derive the similarity matrices.
Section 6 describes our prototype system for moving object retrieval. Section 7 compares
our system with related systems. Finally, in Section 8 we present our conclusions. While
thispaperisintendedtobelargelyself-contained,interestedreadersmaywishtoinvestigate
further details of the 2D-PIR model in [23] and the experimental work in [24] as well as
[20].
1.1. A Static Object Data Model (2D-PIR)
As we notedabove,oneusefulviewofanimageis as a set ofobjectswithassociatedspatial
relationships. In this section we develop a model for describing static images according
to this view. We use this model as the basis for building our model for moving objects in
subsequent sections.M
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The ﬁrst step in developing a representation for an image is to identify the individual
objects. In this paper, to keep the presentation simple, we assume that each object is
identiﬁed by a unique name, and we use use exact matching on these names in answering
queries. However, our model is not dependent on the method of matching objects and
would adapt well to a more realistic scenario where objects were identiﬁed by a collection
of semantic and/or visual properties (such as text description, visual features, or even an
iconic image) and similarity matching was used to match objects in answering queries.
￿
An object in an image occupies a region of space that can be deﬁned by a set of points
(pointset). Given the pointsets for two objects, we can compute a topological relationship
between them. Given the pointset of a single object, we can compute its projections on
each of the axes.
￿ With just this information, we can construct a useful representation of
the spatial relationships among objects in an image.
A 2-Dimensional Projection Interval Relationship (2D-PIR) is a symbolic representation
of the directional and topological relationships between two objects in a picture which
adapts three existing representation formalisms (Allen’s temporal intervals [4], Chang et
al.’s 2D-strings [8] andtopologicalrelationships[10]). 2D-PIR uses the projectionconcept
from the 2D-string representation but differs from 2D-strings in using Allen’s interval
relationships over the projections of objects along the
x and
y axes, rather than Chang’s
f
 
 
￿
 
￿
g relationships.
A 2D-PIR betweentwo objects is a triple
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gdenoting the interval relationships before,
equal, meets, overlaps, during, start, ﬁnish, after, meet-inverse, overlap-inverse, during-
inverse, start-inverse, ﬁnish-inverse. Note that
  represents the interval relationship along
the
x-axis, and
  represents the interval relationship along the
y-axis.
In the 2D-PIR scheme, an image is represented by a graph, where each node in the graph
is associated with an object and each edge in the graph indicates the spatial relationship
betweenthetwoobjectsintheend-pointnodes. Everyobjectintheimagehasanassociated
node,andthereisasingledirectededgebetweeneverypairofnodes. Wedenotethe2D-PIR
between two objects
A and
B by
R
s
￿
A
 
B
￿. Note that
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s
￿
A
 
B
￿ is different to
R
s
￿
B
 
A
￿.
Figure 1 shows an example image and its corresponding 2D-PIR graph. In this ﬁgure,
the spatial relationships encoded in 2D-PIR are:
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￿.
Consider the ﬁrst of these 2D-PIRs,
R
s
￿
A
 
B
￿
￿
￿
d
t
 
d
i
 
d
i
￿. The two
d
i’s indicate that
the projection of A encloses the projection of B on both of the axes. This would normally
suggest that A completely contains B, but the topological relationship tells us that they are
disjoint. From this, we can that infer A partially surrounds B. This suggests that 2D-PIRs
give a good insight into the structure of an image from a very compact representation.
Insummary,2D-PIRallowsustoconciselyexpressvariousimportantspatialrelationships
in images, and provides an effective basis for image indexing and retrieval. An important
aspectof2D-PIRis thatall ofthe informationforthegraphrepresentationcanbecomputed278
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Figure 1. (a) Example image with projections, (b) 2D-PIR representation
automatically once the objects in the image have been identiﬁed. A detailed description of
2D-PIR may be found in [23].
2. A Moving Object Data Model
In the previous section, we described a model for static images based on the notion of
2D-PIRs [21, 22]. In this section, we show that a modest extension to this model allows us
to represent and manipulate video data.
The obvious difference between static images and video is the introduction of a time
dimension. In our work, we assume that video data can be treated as a sequence of static
images (called frames) captured at successive points in time. The time between successive
frames will typically be quite small (less than 0.1 seconds) and so a video scene will
generally be made up of hundreds or thousands of images.
￿ A complete video work, such
as a movie, consists of hundreds or thousands of scenes.
A central notion is our model is a time interval, which is deﬁned simply as a pair of
time values
￿
t
s
 
t
f
￿ denoting the start (
t
s) and ﬁnish (
t
f) time-points of the interval. For
a time interval
I
￿
￿
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f
￿, the notation
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￿
I
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t
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I
￿ refers to
t
f.
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￿” operator concatenates time intervals as follows: if
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￿
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￿.
In dealing with video data, we measure the time within a scene relative to the time that
the ﬁrst frame in the scene was captured, so that
t
s
￿
￿ . We denote the time interval for an
entire scene
S by
I
S, which implies that
t
f
￿
I
S. In a video database, we may also store
the absolute time at which the scene was ﬁlmed.
As noted above, a stationary object can be deﬁned by a pointset. We can use a single
focus point on the object as a basis for describing its movement. The focus point couldM
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be deﬁned automatically (e.g. by computing the centroid of the pointset) or could be
determined manually (e.g. by a user tracking the motion with a pointing device). Note
that we assume that the object is “reasonably” rigid (that is, the object remains as a single
connectedpointset throughoutits motion). We also assume that we areprimarilyinterested
in the translational motion of the object.
Themotionofamovingobjectcanbedescribedbyanorderedsequenceofspatiotemporal
points. Each spatiotemporal point is of the form
￿
x
￿
 
x
￿
 
 
 
 
x
n
 
t
￿, where the
x
i’s are the
n-dimensional spatial coordinates of the focus point, and
t is a temporal coordinate. Thus,
for example, the spatiotemporal points for a two-dimensional moving object are of the
form
￿
x
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t
￿, and the sequence
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￿
￿, which gives
the positions of the focus point at times
t
￿
 
t
￿
 
t
￿
 
 
 
 
 
t
n, describes the object’s movement.
We call this the point representation of the object’s motion.
Retrieval of moving objects based on their point representation is not feasible since we
would have to consider all of the (large number of) spatiotemporal points associated with
each object over every scene. To overcome this problem we use a compact representation
of object motion based on symbolic direction and distance, which is more efﬁcient to store,
retrieve and process.
Ifweconsideranobjectmovinginaconstantdirectionoversomeinterval
I its movement
can be characterized by a triple
￿
d
 
r
 
I
￿ where
d is the (Euclidean) distance travelled by
the (focus point of the) object during
I and
r is the direction of the object’s movement
during
I. The domain of
d is the real numbers, while the domain of
r is the set of possible
directions. Directions could be measured in angular units if ﬁne-grained representation of
direction is required; in our work, we have chosen to work with the eight-directiondomain
typically used in the image analysis and retrieval literature (see Figure 2).
Tomodelcomplexobjectmovement,webreakthemotiondownintoatemporalsequence
of iso-directional time intervals (in other words, a sequence of linear movements).
￿ Under
this scheme, the track of a moving object from time
t
￿ to
t
n is represented as a sequence
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I
￿
￿ and so on. If an
object does not move at all, we associate an empty track with it. If an object moves in a
simple fashion (e.g. in a straight line), its track will be very short. If an object moves in a
complex non-linear fashion, its track may be quite long (up to the number of time quanta
making up the whole scene). At reasonably coarse direction granularity(such as our eight-
direction one) object tracks tend to be considerably shorter than the point representation of
object movement.
Using these ideas, a moving object is modeled as an object descriptor
￿
I
d
 
￿
￿
d
 
r
 
I
￿
￿
￿
where
I
dis the unique name (identiﬁer) of the object and
￿
￿
d
 
r
 
I
￿
￿ is its track.
Beingabletomodelindividualmovingobjectsisquiteusefulfromaqueryingperspective
(forexample,wecanaskqueriesaboutcertainkindsofobjecttrajectories). However,amore
expressive and useful model would also consider the dynamically changing relationships
betweenobjects ina scene. Toachievethis moreexpressivemodel,we extendourmodelof
static images (2D-PIR graphs) described in section 1.1. Basing the new model on 2D-PIR
is useful from two perspectives: ﬁrst, it provides a uniﬁed model for static and dynamic280
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Figure 2. Directions
image data; second, it provides an easy way to integrate individual motion and dynamic
relationships.
A spatiotemporal relationship (or
s
t-relationship) is a spatial relationship that holds
between two objects over a speciﬁed interval. We denote
s
t-relationships by 4-tuples of
the form
￿
 
 
 
 
 
 
I
￿, where the ﬁrst three components are the standard components of a
2D-PIR spatial relationship, and
I is a time interval over which the relationship holds. We
then model the dynamicrelationship between two objects as a sequence of
s
t-relationships
over successive intervals during a scene. That is, we use a sequence of the form:
￿
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wherethe
 
i aretopologicalrelationships,the
 
i and
 
i areintervalprojectionrelationships
and the
I
i are time intervals such that
f
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h
￿
I
i
￿
￿
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t
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t
￿
I
i
￿
￿
￿ for
i
 
f
￿
 
 
n
 
￿
g.W e
use the terminologyTS-2D-PIR for these temporal sequences of 2D-PIRs. For two objects
A and
B, the expression
R
s
t
￿
A
 
B
￿ denotes TS-2D-PIR describing their spatiotemporal
relationship.
A moving object model for a scene is deﬁned in a similar manner to the 2D-PIR model
for static images, and is an integration of tracks and TS-2D-PIRs. A scene is represented
by a graph, where each node of the graph contains an object descriptor (the object’s name
and its track) and each edge is labeled with the TS-2D-PIR for the objects in its end-point
nodes.
Deﬁnition 1. A scene graph is a connected labeled digraph
S
￿
M
 
R
￿ where
M is a ﬁnite
non-empty set of object descriptors for the objects in the scene and
R is a set of edges
labeled by a sequence of spatiotemporal relationships (
s
t-relationships) between pairs of
objects.
Note that, in order to simplify our diagrams, we show the track for each object as a label
on a circular edge leading from the object’s node to itself, rather than trying to ﬁt it into the
node.
Figure 3(a) shows a scene containing a single moving object (A). The object descriptor
for A is:M
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￿
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￿
￿
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￿
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￿
￿
￿
￿
where
d
i is the distance travelled in the corresponding direction over interval
I
i (for
i
 
f
￿
 
 
￿
g). Figure3(b)isthe(verysimple)graphcorrespondingtothesceneofFigure3(a).
[(d 1,4,I 1),(d 2,3,I 2),(d 3,1,I 3),(d 4,2,I 4)]
(a)
AA
A
A
A
(b)
A
Figure 3. (a) A moving object, (b) Corresponding scene graph
Figure 4(a) shows a scene where objects A and B move towards each other until ﬁnally
object A is inside object B. Figure 4(b) is the corresponding scene graph of Figure 4(a).
The edge between A and B describes the changing spatial relationship between the two
objectsovertime viaa TS-2D-PIR.Theﬁrst tuple
￿
d
t
 
d
 
 
 
I
￿
￿ inthe TS-2D-PIRindicates
that during interval
I
￿: A and B are disjoint, they are at roughly the same location on the
x-axis, and B is higher A on the
y-axis (in other words, B is directly above A). The ﬁnal
tuple in the sequence
￿
i
n
 
d
 
d
 
I
￿
￿ indicates that, near the end of the scene, object A is
inside object B. The loops on nodes A and B give the tracks of the two objects. The track
￿
￿
d
a
 
￿
 
I
a
￿
￿ indicates that A moves north for a distance
d
a over the course of the scene;
the track for B indicates that it moves south for a distance
d
b over a slightly shorter time
interval. Note that
I
a
￿
￿
s
t
a
r
t
￿
I
￿
￿
 
f
i
n
i
s
h
￿
I
￿
￿
￿, while
I
b
￿
￿
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r
t
￿
I
￿
￿
 
f
i
n
i
s
h
￿
I
￿
￿
￿.
3. An Algebra for Moving Objects
In this section we deﬁne a collection of operations on scene graphs. These operations are
analogous to the operations of relational algebra in providing a framework for expressing
queries and the structure of query results.
In describing the operations of the algebra, we use the object-oriented message passing
notation,
O
b
j
o
p
￿
a
r
g
s
￿, where
O
b
j is an object,
o
p is an operation (message) and
a
r
g
s
are the argument(s) of
o
p. In this context, “objects” can be scenes, sets of scenes, moving282
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[(dj,d,
 ,I 1),(to,d,m,I 2),(ov,d,o,I 3),(cb,d,s,I 4),(in,d,d,I 5)]
A
(b)
B
[(d a,3,I a)] [(d b,7,I b)]
A
A
A
(a)
B
A
B B
A
B B
Figure 4. (a) Two moving objects (b) Corresponding scene graph
object descriptors, 2D-PIRs, TS-2D-PIRs, and so on. We use the term “database objects”
to describe such objects to distinguish them from the moving objects within the video.
We make heavy use of operator overloading in deﬁning our operations, and also assume
that many operators can be invoked by either a single database object or a set of database
objects. In the latter case, the operator is applied to each object in the set.
In order to describe the semantics of moving object operations, we need some additional
operations for extracting the components of scene graphs. If
S
￿
M
 
R
￿ is a scene graph as
deﬁned above, then
O
b
j
s
￿
M
￿ (or, by overloading,
O
b
j
s
￿
S
￿) is the set of object names in
the scene.
In order to conform to our object-oriented notation, we re-deﬁne the
d
u
r
a
t
i
o
n operator
so that, for an interval
I
￿
￿
t
s
 
t
f
￿,
I
d
u
r
a
t
i
o
n returns the length
t
f
 
t
s of the interval.
The projection and overlay operations return a single scene. The selection operation
returns a scene or a set of scenes. The extraction operations return either sequences of
2D-PIR relationships, sequences of
￿
d
 
r
￿ pairs, or sequences of time intervals. Finally, the
spatial matching operation is a special type of string matching operation which returns a
booleanvalue. Operationscanbecombinedusingstandardfunctioncomposition,wherever
the output of the ﬁrst operation is appropriate as an input to the second operation.M
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3.1. Projection (
￿)
The projection operations create a new scene based on an existing scene. The new scene
is a “subset” of the original scene. Let
S
￿
M
 
R
￿ be a scene and
N
￿
f
n
￿
 
n
￿
 
 
 
 
 
n
k
g be
the names of objects in
S (i.e.
N
 
O
b
j
s
￿
M
￿).
Deﬁnition 2. Object projection:
S
 
￿
n
￿
 
n
￿
 
 
 
 
 
n
k
￿
The object projection of objects
n
￿
 
n
￿
 
 
 
 
 
n
k from scene
S
￿
M
 
R
￿ is a scene
T
￿
U
 
V
￿
where
U
 
M and
V
 
R. That is,
T is a subgraph of
S containing nodes and object
descriptorsfor
n
￿
 
n
￿
 
 
 
 
 
n
k andedgeswithassociatedTS-2D-PIRforeachpairofobjects
in
O
b
j
s
￿
U
￿.
Figure 5 illustrates this operation. The projection of scene
S on objects b and C creates
the scene
T containing only objects b and C.
(b,C)
A
b
b
C
d
d
S
C
b
b
T
S Π 
Figure 5. Projection:
S
 
￿
b
 
C
￿
This operation is needed if a user wants to isolate a subset of the objects for a speciﬁc
purpose, such as to observe their trajectories, or to observe how subsets of objects are
related in a scene. Sometimes it is useful to isolate objects over only part of a scene. To do
this, the following projection operation, called spatiotemporal projection, is provided.
Deﬁnition 3. Spatiotemporal projection:
S
 
￿
n
￿
 
n
￿
 
 
 
 
 
n
k
 
I
￿
The spatiotemporal projection of a scene
S
￿
M
 
R
￿ is an object projection of
S on objects
n
￿
 
n
￿
 
 
 
 
 
n
k overinterval
I. Theresultofthisprojectionisanewscenecontainingobjects
n
￿
 
n
￿
 
 
 
 
 
n
k and their relationships during interval
I. Formally,
S
 
￿
n
￿
 
n
￿
 
 
 
 
 
n
k
 
I
￿
is a connected labelled digraph
T
￿
U
 
V
￿ where
U is the set of object descriptors for
f
n
￿
 
n
￿
 
 
 
 
 
n
k
g and
V is set of spatiotemporal relationships among
f
n
￿
 
n
￿
 
 
 
 
 
n
k
g
over interval
I.
Figure 6 illustrates a spatiotemporal projection of the scene
S on objects b and d.
Note that for a scene
S
￿
M
 
R
￿,
S
 
￿
O
b
j
s
￿
M
￿
 
I
￿ yields a segment of the scene (i.e. a
simple temporal projection); we use the notation
S
 
￿
I
￿ to indicate this.284
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Figure 6. Spatiotemporal projection:
S
 
￿
b
 
d
 
I
￿
3.2. Selection (
￿)
The selection operation ﬁnds a set of scenes that satisfy a given predicate from a database
of scenes. Let
S
s and
T
s be variables denoting sets of scenes and
P be a variable denoting
a predicate on some kind of database object.
Deﬁnition 4. Selection:
S
s
￿
S
 
￿
P
￿
The selection operation on a scene collection
S
s under predicate
P is a set of scenes
T
s
such that
T
s
￿
f
S
 
S
s
j
P
￿
S
￿
g and
 
 
X
 
￿
S
s
 
T
s
￿
j
P
￿
X
￿. The
S variable ranges over
the set
S
s, and will often be used as (part of) an argument to the predicate
P. The “:” is
used to bind the iteration variable (
S) to the scene set (
S
s).
Predicates used in selection can include such operations as: testing whether particular
objectsappearinasceneandsimilaritycomparisonsbasedontrajectoriesorspatiotemporal
relationships(boththespatialpartandtemporalpart). We describesomeofthemoreuseful
predicates in section 3.6.
3.3. Overlay (
￿)
Theoverlayoperationcombinestwo differentscenes toforma newscene. Let
S
￿
￿
M
￿
 
R
￿
￿
and
S
￿
￿
M
￿
 
R
￿
￿ be two scenes and
  be a time delay such that
 
 
d
u
r
a
t
i
o
n
￿
I
S
￿
￿.
Deﬁnition 5. Overlay:
S
￿
￿
￿
S
￿
 
 
￿
The overlay of scene
S
￿ on scene
S
￿ is a new scene
S
￿
M
 
R
￿ where
O
b
j
s
￿
M
￿
￿
O
b
j
s
￿
M
￿
￿
 
O
b
j
s
￿
M
￿
￿ and
R is a set of relationships among
O
b
j
s
￿
M
￿. The objects
from
S
￿ do not appear in the result scene until time interval
  has elapsed (i.e. all interval
values in
S
￿ are offset by
 ).
Note that
  is used to synchronise between
S
￿ and
S
￿.I f
 
￿
￿then
S
￿ and
S
￿ start at
the same time and we used the shorthand
S
￿
￿
￿
S
￿
￿ to denote their overlay.
Overlay is a powerful operation that can be used to layer scenes to build up a complex
scenes from existing ones. It can also be used effectively in conjunction with projection toM
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create a variety of scene effects. This is particularly useful in animation or video systems.
Figure 7 illustrates the overlay operation.
A
b
b
C
ΩΤ ST
A
d
d
A
d
d
A
b
b
C
S
Figure 7. Overlay:
S
￿
￿
T
￿
3.4. Spatial extraction (
￿)
The spatial extraction operations project spatial information from a scene graph, ﬁltering
out associated temporal information. There are two variants: one produces a sequence
of
￿
d
 
r
￿ pairs showing the trajectory of a single object; the other produces a sequence of
2D-PIRrelationshipsshowingthespatialrelationshipsbetweentwo objectsoverthecourse
of a scene.
Deﬁnition 6. Trajectory extraction:
S
 
￿
A
￿
If
S isascenecontaininganobjectdescriptor
￿
A
 
￿
￿
d
￿
 
r
￿
 
I
￿
￿
 
￿
d
￿
 
r
￿
 
I
￿
￿
 
 
 
 
 
￿
d
n
 
r
n
 
I
n
￿
￿
￿,
then the trajectory extraction of object
A is the sequence
￿
￿
d
￿
 
r
￿
￿
 
￿
d
￿
 
r
￿
￿
 
 
 
 
 
￿
d
n
 
r
n
￿
￿.
Deﬁnition 7. 2D-PIR extraction:
S
 
￿
A
 
B
￿
If
S is a scene containing
R
s
t
￿
A
 
B
￿
￿
￿
￿
p
￿
 
I
￿
￿
 
￿
p
￿
 
I
￿
￿
 
 
 
 
 
￿
p
n
 
I
n
￿
￿, then
S
 
￿
A
 
B
￿ is
￿
p
￿
 
p
￿
 
 
 
 
 
p
n
￿ (i.e. the sequence of spatiotemporal relationships between
A and
B).
If
S is a set of scenes then
  will iterate through
S applying spatial extraction on each
scene resulting in a set of spatial components of a spatiotemporal relationship between
A
and
B.
Consider, for example, applying spatial extraction to the scene in ﬁgure 4.
S
 
￿
A
 
B
￿
returns the 2D-PIR sequence
￿
￿
d
t
 
d
 
 
￿
 
￿
t
o
 
d
 
m
￿
 
￿
o
v
 
d
 
o
￿
 
￿
c
b
 
d
 
s
￿
 
￿
i
n
 
d
 
d
￿
￿, that is,
the label for the edge between objects
A and
B with the interval componentremovedfrom
each list element.
S
 
￿
A
￿ returns
￿
￿
d
a
 
￿
￿
￿, the trajectory for
A.
3.5. Temporal extraction (
￿)
The temporal extraction operation gives the time interval component of a spatiotemporal
relationship between objects. In other words, it allows us to determine over what period a
particular sequence of 2D-PIR spatial relationships holds.286
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Let
A and
B be objects in scene
S and
￿
p
￿
 
p
￿
 
 
 
 
 
p
n
￿ be a sequence of 2D-PIR spatial
relationships:
Deﬁnition 8. Temporal extraction:
S
 
￿
A
 
B
 
￿
p
￿
 
p
￿
 
 
 
 
 
p
n
￿
￿
The temporal extraction of a scene
S is an interval
I
￿
I
￿
￿
I
￿
￿
 
 
 
￿
I
n such that there
is a subsequence
￿
￿
p
￿
 
I
￿
￿
 
￿
p
￿
 
I
￿
￿
 
 
 
 
 
￿
p
n
 
I
n
￿
￿ in
P
s
t
￿
A
 
B
￿ in
S.
Ifthereisnointervalsatisfyingthesequenceofspatialrelationships,thenthedistinguished
interval value
N
e
v
e
r is returned. If
S is a set of scenes then
  will iterate through
S,
applying temporal extraction on each scene resulting in a set of intervals. Any
N
e
v
e
r
intervals will be excluded from this set.
Notethatthesequenceofspatialrelationshipscanbespeciﬁedusinga shorthandnotation
that will be described in Section 3.7. If
R is omitted (i.e.
S
 
￿
A
 
B
￿), the operation will
return the interval during which both
A and
B are present in the scene. If only a single
object is speciﬁed (i.e.
S
 
￿
A
￿), the result will be the time interval during which
A is
present in the scene.
Consider, for example, applying temporal extraction to the scene in Figure 4.
S
 
￿
A
 
B
 
￿
￿
t
o
 
d
 
m
￿
 
￿
o
v
 
d
 
o
￿
￿
￿ returns the interval
I
￿
￿
I
￿.
S
 
￿
A
 
B
￿ returns
I
S since
both objects appear throughout the scene.
3.6. Predicates
Because video scenes are complex entities, there are many possible tests that we might
wish to make on their contents. In this subsection, we present a number of the more useful
simple predicates. In the next subsection, we consider the more complex test operation of
spatial matching.
Testing for the existence of objects in a scene is handled by the
c
o
n
t
a
i
n
s predicate. Let
N
￿
f
n
￿
 
n
￿
 
 
 
 
 
n
k
g be object names and
S be a scene. Then
S
c
o
n
t
a
i
n
s
N is true iff
N
 
O
b
j
s
￿
S
￿. For a single object
A,
S
h
a
s
￿
A
￿ is shorthand for
S
c
o
n
t
a
i
n
s
￿
f
A
g
￿. The
c
o
n
t
a
i
n
s operation is also deﬁned on sets of scenes and returns
t
r
u
e if any of the scenes
in the set contains the speciﬁed objects.
We useAllen’sinterval-basedrelationships[4]toconstructpredicatesinvolvingtemporal
relationships between events. For example, in the query “ﬁnd a scene where A enters B
while C passes B”, a temporal operationduring is needed to test the temporal relationships
between “enters” and “passes”.
Possibly the most interesting test operation for video data is similarity scene comparison
(
 ). This allows us to pose queries such as: “Find scenes that contain an object whose
trajectory is similar to the trajectory drawn in a window”. Similarity measures normally
return real number values; these can be converted into boolean values for use in test
predicates by applying a threshold. If
D
￿
O
￿
 
O
￿
￿ is a similarity (distance) measure on two
objects
O
￿ and
O
￿ and
  isa threshold,thenwecandeﬁne
 
￿
O
￿
 
O
￿
￿
￿
D
￿
O
￿
 
O
￿
￿
 
 .
We discuss in detail how to measure similarity for trajectories,
s
t-relationships and scenes
in section 5.3. In our later use of the
  operator, we assume that the similarity is evaluated
in the context of a globally speciﬁed threshold.M
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3.7. Spatial matching (
￿)
The spatial matching operation is used to compare sequences of 2D-PIR spatial relation-
ships.
Deﬁnition 9. Spatial match:
L
 
￿
P
￿
Let
L be a 2D-PIR sequence of the form
￿
￿
 
￿
 
 
￿
 
 
￿
￿
 
￿
 
￿
 
 
￿
 
 
￿
￿
 
 
 
 
 
￿
 
n
 
 
n
 
 
n
￿
￿, let
P be a 2D-PIR pattern (see below) and let
L
￿ be the set of all subsequences of
L.
L
 
￿
P
￿
is true if
￿
 
L
￿
 
L
￿
j
￿
M
a
t
c
h
e
s
￿
L
￿
 
P
￿
￿ and false otherwise.
A 2D-PIR pattern can be:
  a normal 2D-PIR sequence of the form
￿
￿
 
￿
 
 
￿
 
 
￿
￿
 
￿
 
￿
 
 
￿
 
 
￿
￿
 
 
 
 
 
￿
 
n
 
 
n
 
 
n
￿
￿,
  it can have any of the
 
i,
 
i or
 
i replaced by “?” (the “don’t care” symbol)
  or it can have “..” (the “any sequence”symbol) interposedbetween any pair of 2D-PIR
triples.
If
L is a 2D-PIR sequence and
P is a 2D-PIR pattern, then
M
a
t
c
h
￿
L
 
P
￿ is deﬁned as:
  a
 
i,
 
i or
 
i value in
P matches the same value in the corresponding position in
L
  a “?” in
P matches any value in the corresponding position in
L
  a “..” in
P matches any 2D-PIR sequence in
L; if a “..” can match more than one
sequence, the shortest is chosen.
We illustrate the use of 2D-PIR patterns on some examples. The event“object
A enters ob-
ject
B fromtheleft”canberepresentedbythepattern:
￿
￿
d
t
 
 
 
￿
￿
 
￿
t
o
 
m
 
d
￿
 
￿
o
v
 
o
 
d
￿
 
￿
i
c
 
d
 
d
￿
￿.
We require that
A is initially to the left (
  on the
x-axis) of
B, but we don’t care about
its initial vertical position. The event “object
A enters object
B” can be captured by the
pattern:
￿
￿
d
t
 
￿
 
￿
￿
 
￿
t
o
 
m
 
d
￿
 
￿
o
v
 
o
 
d
￿
 
￿
i
c
 
d
 
d
￿
￿. We don’t care where
B starts, as long
as it is outside
A. We can abbreviate this further by noting that if
A starts outside and
ﬁnishes inside, it must have touched and overlapped
B. Thus an equivalent pattern would
be:
￿
￿
d
t
 
￿
 
￿
￿
 
 
￿
i
c
 
d
 
d
￿
￿. The event “object
A enters
B and then leaves again” can be
representedby the pattern:
￿
￿
d
t
 
￿
 
￿
￿
 
 
￿
i
c
 
d
 
d
￿
 
 
￿
d
t
 
￿
 
￿
￿
￿. In otherwords,
A starts outside
B, eventually appears inside it, and ﬁnally appears outside
B again.
3.8. Complexity of operations
The complexity of the various operations depends primarily which parts of the database
they act on. For example, the project and extract operators act on individual scenes, so the
cost will be related to the complexity of the scene not to the total size of the database. In
fact,theonlyoperationwhosecomplexityisdeterminedbythesizeofthedatabaseisselect.
If not supported by indexing (which is the current state of our system), select requires time
proportional to the number of scenes stored in the database.288
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The project andspatialextract operationstake objectidentiﬁers andproduceinformation
associated with these objects. The complexity of this depends on how easy it is to ﬁnd the
objects within the scene graph. If we assume that scene graphs are implementedefﬁciently
(e.g. with hashing on object names), then the complexity of locating the objects and their
associated information will be
O
￿
￿
￿.
The temporal extract operation takes an object pair and a 2D-PIR pattern and matches
the pattern with the TS-2D-PIR forthe objectpair. As above,we assume that it is simple to
ﬁndtheTS-2D-PIR,sothemajorcostofthisoperationcomesfromthematchingoperation.
If the length of the TS-2D-PIR is
L
￿ and the length of the pattern is
L
￿, then the cost of
matching will be
O
￿
L
￿
L
￿
￿.
The costs of topological and interval comparisons are trivial, since these relationships
involve very simple data structures, and are generally pre-computed and stored in the
database. The costs of scene and trajectory similarity comparison are considerably higher,
and will be discussed in Section 5.
4. Applications of Moving Object Algebra
In this Section we demonstrate the power of our moving object algebra by showing how it
canbeusedtoanswercomplexspatiotemporalqueriesforanumberofspeciﬁcapplications.
Weassumethatwehaveavailableanunlimitedsupplyofvariablenamestoidentifyobjects,
scenes and sets of scenes (databases), andwe make use of an is operatorto associate names
to expressions of arbitrary types. We also assume that standard quantiﬁcation operations
(
 ,
 ) are available as predicates with implicit iteration that allows them to bind the values
of the quantiﬁed variables to appropriate database objects, one at a time.
4.1. Animal Movement Querying System
The Animal Movement Querying System tracks the movement of animals using a Global
Positioning System (GPS) device attached to each animal. The system could be used, for
example, to study the movement of cattle in a large farming area or to study the migration
pattern of a certain animal group (such as elephants, birds, etc.).
Our data model is ideally suited to this kind of application because all of the objects in
the system are readily identiﬁed and easy to track automatically. The GPS could be used to
obtain time series data on the moving objects; for example, hourly reports on the position
of each animal. The area of interest can be divided into a set of regions (static objects)
through which animals can move. From such data, it is straightforward to automatically
compute the scene graphs (tracks and
s
t-relationships). Note that we assume that the map
regions are oriented such that the
x-axis interval relationships “
 ” and “
 ” correspond to
west and east and the
y-axis interval relationships “
 ” and “
 ” correspond to north and
south respectively.
Using this system, biologists might wish to pose queries such as “Show the migration
path of a particular animal” or “Find animals that stay in a particular region longer than a
certain time” (an indication that the animals might breed in this region).
Assumethattheanimalmigrationissuppliedasasequenceofhigh-magniﬁcationsatellite
photographs of the region under study and that the GPS information allows us to extractM
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tracksautomaticallyfromthis videodata. Thedatais recordedas a collectionofspatiotem-
poral data in a database called
M
i
g
r
a
t
i
o
n
D
B. This database would contain scene-graphs
for each of the periods under study (the scenes in this video data), along with the actual
video sequences showing animal movement.
We illustrate how ﬁve representative queries can be answered on this database using
moving object algebra. It is also possible (and more appropriate) to specify some of these
queries via a sketch-based query facility. Such a facility is available in our system, and we
discuss this in the video retrieval example.
Q1. Give me the migration path of a speciﬁc animal named
E
l
e
p
h
a
n
t.
The answer to this queryis a trajectorywhich can be displayedgraphically. If we knowthe
nameoftheparticularsceneshowingthemigrationofthisanimal(say
E
l
e
p
h
a
n
t
M
i
g
r
a
t
i
o
n),
then the query can be expressed as follows:
E
l
e
p
h
a
n
t
M
i
g
r
a
t
i
o
n
 
￿
E
l
e
p
h
a
n
t
￿
Recall that the
  operator returns precisely the trajectory information required to answer
this query.
If we donotknowthenameofthe scene, thenwe must useselection toﬁrst ﬁndthescene
and then extract the animal’s trajectory. In this case the query can be expressed as:
￿
M
i
g
r
a
t
i
o
n
D
B
￿
M
 
￿
M
h
a
s
￿
E
l
e
p
h
a
n
t
￿
￿
￿
 
￿
E
l
e
p
h
a
n
t
￿
Note the use of the iteration variable
M, which will be bound successively to each scene
in the database. We assume here that there is only one matching scene that shows the
migration. If there were multiple scenes containing
E
l
e
p
h
a
n
t, the
  operator would
extract trajectories for each of them.
Q2. How long is animal
A inside region
R?
Theanswertothisqueryisatimevalue,thelengthoftheintervaloverwhichtherelationship
A
i
n
s
i
d
e
R holds. The query can be expressed as:
A
I
n
s
i
d
e
R is
M
i
g
r
a
t
i
o
n
D
B
￿
M
 
￿
M
 
￿
A
 
R
 
￿
￿
i
c
 
d
 
d
￿
￿
￿
 
￿
N
e
v
e
r
￿
￿
A
I
n
s
i
d
e
R
 
￿
A
 
R
 
￿
￿
i
c
 
d
 
d
￿
￿
￿
￿
d
u
r
a
t
i
o
n
First, we need to ﬁnd the scene where animal
A is inside region
R (once again, we assume
that
  will give us one single scene rather than a set of scenes). Note that there is no
operation to directly test whether two objects have a speciﬁed relationship at some stage
during a scene. We achieve this by ﬁrst attempting to extract the temporal interval (via
 ) over which the relationship holds, and then testing that the extraction produced a real
interval rather than
N
e
v
e
r. We associate the matchingscene with the variable
A
I
n
s
i
d
e
R.
Next, we extract the interval during which animal
A is inside
R and compute its duration.
Q3. Find scenes where animal
A enters region
R from the west side and leaves from the
north side.
The result of this query is a set of scenes where each scene contains a particular kind290
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of movement. We describe the movement via a 2D-PIR pattern
￿ and use the trajectory
matching operator (
 ) to determine which scenes contain such movement.
E
n
t
e
r
W
e
s
t is
￿
￿
d
t
 
 
 
￿
￿
 
￿
t
o
 
m
 
d
￿
 
￿
o
v
 
o
 
d
￿
 
￿
i
c
 
d
 
d
￿
￿
E
x
i
t
N
o
r
t
h is
￿
￿
i
c
 
d
 
d
￿
 
￿
o
v
 
d
 
o
i
￿
 
￿
t
o
 
d
 
m
i
￿
 
￿
d
t
 
￿
 
 
￿
￿
M
i
g
r
a
t
i
o
n
D
B
￿
M
 
￿
￿
M
 
￿
A
 
R
￿
￿
 
￿
E
n
t
e
r
W
e
s
t
￿
E
x
i
t
N
o
r
t
h
￿
￿
First we deﬁne the spatiotemporal sequence that represents the event of “entering a region
from the left (west)” and “leaving by the top (north)”. We then use that sequence with the
  operator to match sequences relating animal
A and region
R (which are extracted using
 ). Note that the 2D-PIR pattern is reasonably complex to specify; it would be better for
users to be able to draw the movement. This facility is supported by our prototype system,
and we give examples of its use in Section 4.3.
Q4. Find scenes where some animal passes through region
R.
This query is similar to Q3, except that the direction from which
A enters
R and the
direction
A exits
R are ignored. The result is a list of scenes from
M
i
g
r
a
t
i
o
n
D
B where
there is at least one object that satisﬁes the spatiotemporal relationship “passes through”.
The query is expressed as:
M
i
g
r
a
t
i
o
n
D
B
￿
M
 
￿
 
A
j
￿
M
 
￿
A
 
R
￿
￿
 
￿
￿
￿
d
t
 
￿
 
￿
￿
 
 
￿
i
c
 
d
 
d
￿
 
 
￿
d
t
 
￿
 
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
For each animal, the query ﬁrst extracts the 2D-PIR sequence (via
 ) giving the spatial
relationship between the animal and region
R. It then compares this (using
 )t ot h e
2D-PIR pattern describing the “passes through” relation (essentially “outside, then inside,
then outside again”). If any of the animals tested satisfy the condition, then the existential
quantiﬁer returns a true result to trigger the selection of that scene.
4.2. Animation Database
Thefollowingexamplesshowhowwecancreateanewscenebyusingtheobjectprojection
and overlay operations on a set of existing scenes. Let us imagine we have a database of
animated scenes. In the database we have a scene (
C
a
t
A
n
d
M
o
u
s
e) containing several
mice and two cats, where one of the cats is catching a mouse. We also have a scene (called
D
o
g
s
A
n
d
P
o
n
d)thatcontainsseveraldogsrunningtowardsapondandthendrinkingfrom
the pond. We want to create a new scene that tells the story “a cat catches a mouse while a
dog runs to a pond and drinks water from it”.
In the ﬁrst scene we are interested only in a cat called
t
o
m which is catching a mouse
called
j
e
r
r
y. The following expression extracts the portion of the scene that contains the
“cat catches mouse” part of our story:
M
o
u
s
e
C
h
a
s
e is
C
a
t
A
n
d
M
o
u
s
e
 
￿
t
o
m
 
j
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r
r
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In the second clip we are interested only in a particular dog called
b
u
l
l
d
o
g that is running
towardsthe
p
o
n
dandthendrinking. Hereistheexpressionthatextractsthescenecontaining
“a dog running to a pond and then drinking from it”:
D
o
g
R
u
n
D
r
i
n
k is
D
o
g
s
A
n
d
P
o
n
d
 
￿
b
u
l
l
d
o
g
 
p
o
n
d
￿
To create the new scene, we simply use the overlay operator on the two extracted scenes:
M
o
u
s
e
C
h
a
s
e
￿
￿
D
o
g
R
u
n
D
r
i
n
k
￿
Now, suppose that we are no longer interested in the dog running, and only want to see it
drinking for the later part of the chase. If both clips were 60 seconds long, and we knew
that the drinking sequence occupied the last 30 seconds of the
D
o
g
s
A
n
d
P
o
n
d scene, we
could produce the new scene via:
D
o
g
D
r
i
n
k
i
n
g is
D
o
g
s
A
n
d
P
o
n
d
 
￿
b
u
l
l
d
o
g
 
p
o
n
d
 
￿
￿
￿
 
￿
￿
￿
￿
M
o
u
s
e
C
h
a
s
e
￿
￿
D
o
g
D
r
i
n
k
i
n
g
 
￿
￿
￿
4.3. Video Retrieval System
Thisexampleshowstheuse,inavideoretrievalapplication,ofthescenesimilaritycompar-
ison operator (
 ) mentioned in Section 3.6. This example also demonstrates the necessity
of a sketch-based query facility for moving objects. The example queries assume that we
have a collection of video scenes and their correspondingscene graphsstored in a database
called
S
c
e
n
e
D
B.
Q1. Find scenes that contain an object whose movement is similar to the movement of
object
X in scene
S
￿.
This query can be answered by comparing the similarity of the trajectory of object
X in
S
￿ with the trajectory of any object from the scenes stored in
S
c
e
n
e
D
B. The query can
be expressed as:
S
c
e
n
e
D
B
￿
S
 
￿
S
 
￿
S
￿
 
￿
X
￿
￿
￿
This works by ﬁrst extracting
X’s trajectory from
S
￿ (
 ), then applying the similarity test
(
 ) to all of the scenes in
S
c
e
n
e
D
B. Note that the test performs a (thresholded) trajectory
similarity comparison between object
X and each of the objects in each of the scenes. If
any of the objects in some scene
S has a trajectory that is similar to
X’s trajectory, then
scene
S will be retrieved.
Q2. Find scenes that contain a person moving like the trajectory drawn in a window.
The trajectory sketched in the window is ﬁrst converted into a sequence of
￿
d
 
r
￿ pairs
called
T. To answer the query, we need to compare this trajectory to the spatial projection
of the person objects
￿ in each of the scenes in the database. The query can be speciﬁed as
follows:292
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B
￿
S
 
￿
 
P
 
O
b
j
s
￿
S
￿
j
￿
S
 
￿
P
￿
￿
 
￿
T
￿
￿
The quantiﬁer (
 ) involves an implicit iteration over the objects in each scene. For each
object, we extract its trajectory (
 ) and then compare(
 ) it with the trajectory (
T) sketched
in the window. A scene
S will be retrieved if it contains an object whose trajectory is
similar to
T. Once again,we assume that thetrajectorysimilaritymatch is conductedusing
a global threshold value.
Q3. Find scenes that show a racing car
X overtaking a group of other cars as shown in
Figure 8.
X A
B
C
D X
Figure 8. Car
X overtakes
A,
B,
C and
D
Consider the task of devising a set of 2D-PIR patterns to describe the
s
t-relationships
between car
X and all of the other cars. It would simply be too tedious to make the query
feasible. However, given the sketch in the ﬁgure, it would be quite straightforward to
automatically produce a scene graph to model this situation. This scene graph (which we
denote by the name
S
k
e
t
c
h) forms the basis for the query. Answering the query is then
simply a matter of using scene graph similarity matching to ﬁnd the appropriate scenes in
the video:
S
c
e
n
e
D
B
￿
S
 
￿
S
 
￿
S
k
e
t
c
h
￿
￿
This approach also extends naturally to the kind of similarity-by-example retrieval that is
currently available for static images in systems such as QBIC [11]. If we already have
access to a particular scene
M
y
S
c
e
n
e in our
S
c
e
n
e
D
B, we can request the system to ﬁnd
similar scenes simply by performing similarity matching in the same manner as above:
S
c
e
n
e
D
B
￿
S
 
￿
S
 
￿
M
y
S
c
e
n
e
￿
￿
We discuss the process of scene similarity matching in more detail in Section 5.
Q4. Find a scene in which object
X enters region
R while object
Y departs from the
same region.
This query is different from the previous queries since we need to consider the temporal
relation between two events (“
X entering
R” and “
Y departing from
R”). Another way of
looking at this is that the time interval when “
X enters
R” must overlap with the interval
when “
Y leaves
R”. This can be expressed as follows:M
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￿
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￿
￿
 
￿
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￿
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￿
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￿
￿
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￿
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￿
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￿
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￿
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￿
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￿
￿
The ﬁrst step in answering this query is to determine the intervals in each scene
S that
correspond to “
X enters
R” and “
Y leaves
R”. This is accomplished via the temporal
extractionoperator(
 ). Notethatif eithereventdoesnot occurina scene, thevalue
N
e
v
e
r
will be returned. The intervals are then checked for any overlap via the
o interval operator.
If either of the intervals is
N
e
v
e
r or if there is no overlap, then the test will fail and the
scene will not be selected.
5. Scene Retrieval
In the previous section, we showed that one of the most useful kinds of video retrieval
operations was similarity comparison against either a sketch or an existing scene. Since
scenes are represented by scene graphs in our system, this similarity comparison will
actually be carried out by measuring the similarity between scene graphs. The process of
answering a query begins with a query scene graph (for a query based on a sketch we must
ﬁrst construct the scene graph; for a query against an existing video scene, we assume that
the scene graph is already stored in the database). To produce the answer to the query,
the system computes the similarity between the query graph and the stored graph for each
scene in the database, and accepts those queries for which the similarity exceeds a globally
speciﬁed threshold. In this section, we describe the process of scene graph construction
and deﬁne the scene graph similarity measure.
5.1. Scene graph construction
The input to the scene graph construction process is a video scene that has been pre-
processed to identify all objects, note their pointsets and track their movement (we noted
abovethatthiswouldrequiremanualassistance). Theoutputfromthisprocessis, naturally,
a scene graph (the structure of which was described in Section 2).
Note that the scene graph stores only one of the two possible TS-2D-PIRs for each
pair of objects (i.e. it stores either
R
s
t
￿
A
 
B
￿ or
R
s
t
￿
B
 
A
￿). Which of these is actually
stored is determined by using an ordering on the objects (for example, order based on
unique identifying name or based on left-to-right, bottom-to-topposition in the ﬁrst image
of a scene); the ordering is used on line (12) of the algorithm below. The scene graph
only contains
R
s
t
￿
X
 
Y
￿ if
X
 
Yaccording to this ordering. The following algorithm
describes the scene graph construction process.
Algorithm: scene graph construction
Input: A pre-processed video scene (objects are identiﬁed,
object positions, pointsets and projections are available for each frame)294
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Output: A scene graph
S
￿
M
 
R
￿ representing the scene
begin
(1)
M =
f
g;
R =
f
g;
(2) for each frame
F do
(3)
t = time of frame
F relative to start of scene
(4) for each object
X in
F do
(5) if
X is not already in
M then
(6) include new object descriptor
￿
X
 
￿
￿
￿ in
M
(7) else
(8) compute
￿
d
 
r
 
I
￿ from
c
u
r
r
e
n
t and
p
r
e
v
i
o
u
s positions
(9) append
￿
d
 
r
 
I
￿ to track for
X
(10) endif
(11) save
c
u
r
r
e
n
t position as
p
r
e
v
i
o
u
s
(12) for each object
Y greater than
X in
F do
(13) compute
c
u
r
r
e
n
t
R
s
t
￿
X
 
Y
￿
(14) if there is no edge for
￿
X
 
Y
￿ in
R then
(15) include new edge
￿
X
 
Y
 
￿
￿
￿ in
R
(16) save
c
u
r
r
e
n
t
R
s
t
￿
X
 
Y
￿ as
e
x
i
s
t
i
n
g
R
s
t
￿
X
 
Y
￿
(17) set time for
s
t
a
r
t
O
f
R
s
t
￿
X
 
Y
￿ to
t
(18) else
(19) if
F is the last frame or
c
u
r
r
e
n
t
R
s
t
￿
X
 
Y
￿ is different to
e
x
i
s
t
i
n
g
R
s
t
￿
X
 
Y
￿ then
(20) compute
￿
 
 
 
 
 
 
I
￿ based on
e
x
i
s
t
i
n
g
R
s
t
￿
X
 
Y
￿
and interval from
s
t
a
r
t
O
f
R
s
t
￿
X
 
Y
￿ until
t
(21) append
￿
 
 
 
 
 
 
I
￿ to TS-2D-PIR for edge
￿
X
 
Y
￿
(22) save
c
u
r
r
e
n
t
R
s
t
￿
X
 
Y
￿ as
e
x
i
s
t
i
n
g
R
s
t
￿
X
 
Y
￿
(23) set time for
s
t
a
r
t
O
f
R
s
t
￿
X
 
Y
￿ to
t
(24) endif
(25) endif
(26) endfor
(27) endfor
(28) endfor
end.
This algorithm has two potential problems: it may have to deal with a very large number
of frames for even a relatively short scene, and it may produce long trajectories and
s
t-
relationships (if object movement is complex). We propose the notion of key frames as a
way of addressing these two problems.
The idea behind key frames is that the algorithm does not need to examine every frame
in the scene. This reduces the number of frame computations (i.e. iterations of the loop at
statement (2)), and reduces the length of trajectories and
s
t-relationships. Of course, this
comes at a cost: scenes may no longer be represented as accurately as previously, since
some object motion and hence some elements in the
s
t-relationships may be omitted. This
would certainly be true if key frames were implemented simply by using every
k
t
h frame
in the scene, but our approach uses various rules to do better than this.M
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The ﬁrst and last frames of a scene are always chosen as key frames. An initial set of
key frames can be built by simply choosing every
k
t
h frame (where
k is a small constant,
such as 30). Other frames can be added to this set based on “signiﬁcant changes” in the
scene, as determined by various heuristics. For example, frames in which moving objects
ﬁrst appear in or disappear from the scene are chosen as key frames. If an object appears
in frame
i and disappears in frame
i
￿
n, then intermediate frames such as
i
￿
n
￿ and
i
￿
n
￿,
etc. are also chosen. Once a set of key frames is available, it is used in statement (2) of the
above algorithm instead of iterating over the entire scene.
5.2. Topological and interval relationship neighbourhoodgraphs
Topological and interval relationship neighbourhood graphs provide a way of describing
changes in the spatial and topological relationships between moving objects. They form
the basis of mechanisms to reason about these changes; for example, to infer intermediate
spatial relationships if we know only the starting and ﬁnishing relationships. They also
provide the basis for the distance measures used in scene similarity matching.
5.2.1. Topological relationship neighbourhood graph Consider two moving objects
A
and
B whicharedisjoint(i.e.
A
d
t
￿
B
￿). Ifwemonitorthetopologicalrelationshipbetween
these two objects over time, it must either remain as disjoint (if the objects never approach
each other) or become touches (if they move together). Note that
t
o is the only possible
immediate successor relationship to
d
t if
A and
B move “normally” (i.e. they do not jump
through space).
Deﬁnition 10. Topological neighbours
Topological relationships
T
￿ and
T
￿ between two spatial objects are neighbours if
T
￿ can
be directly transformed into
T
￿ by continuously moving the objects.
Inordertousethenotionoftopologicalneighbours,weneedtoconstructaneighbourhood
graph, that shows the neighbourhoodpropertyoverall of the topologicalrelationships. We
derive this graph by considering three scenarios for two objects
A and
B, as shown in
Figure 9.
Eachscenariobeginswith
A
d
t
￿
B
￿ andtheobjectsmovetowardseachother. We observe
the following sequences of topological relationships for these cases:
1. disjoint, touches, overlaps, covers, contains, covers, overlaps, touches, disjoint
2. disjoint, touches, overlaps, equals, overlaps, touches, disjoint
3. disjoint, touches, overlaps, covers, inside, coveredBy, overlaps, touches, disjoint
Whenever two relationships are adjacent in any of these sequences, they are topological
neighbours. Note that we do not need to consider any other cases, such as two objects
passing and overlapping,since they lead to a shorter sequence of topological relationships,
with no additional neighbours.296
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Case 1:
A is larger than
B.
AB A BA B B A AB B A A B
Case 2:
A is the same size as
B.
A B B B A AA
B
BB
B
AB A A A A B
Case 3:
A is smaller than
B.
Figure 9. Scenarios for topological relationship neighbours
Usingthisinformation,wecanbuildagraphwherethenodesaretopologicalrelationships
and an edge between relationships
T
￿ and
T
￿ indicates that they are neighbours. This is the
topological relationship neighbourhoodgraph and is shown in Figure 10.
   disjoint (dt)
covers(co)
contains(ct) inside (in)
coveredBy(cb)
touches (to)
overlaps (ov)
equals (eq)
Figure 10. Topological relationship neighbourhood graph
5.2.2. Interval relationship neighbourhood graph In the previous section, we consid-
ered the changing topological relationships between two moving objects. The same kind
of analysis can be applied to the interval relationships on the projections of the objects on
the axes. For example, if an object
A starts left of (
 ) object
B and the two objects move
towards each other, the intervals will eventually meet, overlap, and
A might ultimately be
to the right of
B (
 ).M
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Deﬁnition 11. Interval neighbours
Interval relationships
P
￿ and
P
￿ between two spatial objects are neighbours if
P
￿ can be
directly transformed into
P
￿ by continuously moving the objects.
We derive the interval relationship neighbourhood graph following the approach for
B-neighbours in Freksa [12]. Figure 11 shows the derived graph.
<m o = oi mi >
fi di si
sdf
Figure 11. Interval relationship neighbourhood graph
5.3. Similarity functions for scene matching
In order to perform scene similarity matching, we need to have available a measure of
the “distance” between pairs of scenes. This distance measure should be based on the
stored information about scenes, that is, on the contents of their scene graphs. Since scene
graphs contain two different kinds of elements (object descriptors and
s
t-relationships),
our approach is to develop distance measures for each element type and then combine the
distances for correspondingelement pairs to form the overall scene distance measure.
In developingthese distance measures, we do not require a notion of “object similarity”.
Weeitheruseequalityagainstanobjectspeciﬁedinthequery,or,ifweareusingquantiﬁers,
we simplybindthe variableto all available objects. For example,if we take a querysuch as
“ﬁndscenescontaininganobjectthatmoveslikeobject
Ainscene
S”, wearenotinterested
in the identity of any matching object, but simply on whether the object has a track that is
similar to
A’s track. In general,object identity tells us which distance measures we need to
compute and the distance computations themselves are independent of the identity of the
objects involved.
5.3.1. Trajectory similarity In considering whether two objects movein a similar man-
ner, the relevant information that we have available in the scene graph is the track of each
object. Recall that tracks contain interval information which indicates the period over
whicha movementoccurs(relativeto the beginningof the scene). Incomparingmovement
similarity, we are not generally concerned with when the movement occurs but rather on
whether there is a similar sequence of movements in the track. Thus, we base the object
movement similarity measure on trajectories rather than tracks.
The key idea in measuring “movement similarity” is to measure the distance between
two trajectories. Since a trajectory is modelled as a sequence of distance-direction pairs,298
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i.e.,
￿
￿
d
￿
 
r
￿
￿
 
￿
d
￿
 
r
￿
￿
 
 
 
 
 
￿
d
n
 
r
n
￿
￿, the distance between two trajectories is determined
by the distances among the corresponding elements of the trajectories.
Let
r
a and
r
b be two directions (refer to ﬁgure 2 for the eight directions). The distance
between
r
a and
r
b,
D
￿
r
a
 
r
b
￿,i sd e ﬁned by a minimum angle between
r
a and
r
b.F o r
example
D
￿
￿
 
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ and
D
￿
￿
 
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿and
D
￿
￿
 
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿.
We wish to convert this distance measure into a normalised similarity measure where
a value of 0 means “totally dissimilar” and 100 indicates “identical”. Let us denote the
maximum distance between two directions by
M
a
x
D
i
r (if we measure angles in degrees,
as above, clearly
M
a
x
D
i
r
￿
￿
￿
￿ ). The similarity (
 ) between two directions
r
a and
r
b is
thus deﬁned as:
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r
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r
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Let
A and
B be two distance-direction pairs
￿
d
a
 
r
a
￿ and
￿
d
b
 
r
b
￿. The similarity (
 )
between
A and
B is deﬁned by:
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￿
d
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m
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m
￿
￿ be two trajec-
tories, and let
h
e
a
d
￿
T
￿ and
l
a
s
t
￿
T
￿ denote the ﬁrst and last elements of a trajectory
T.
Assumethat
l
e
n
g
t
h
￿
T
￿
￿
 
l
e
n
g
t
h
￿
T
￿
￿ andthat
T
￿ contains
k substrings
l
￿
 
l
￿
 
 
 
 
 
l
k such
that
l
e
n
g
t
h
￿
l
i
￿
 
l
e
n
g
t
h
￿
T
￿
￿. its last element.
We compute the similarity of the two sequences by considering all possible sequence
“alignments”. Therearethreecasestoconsider: ﬁrst,
T
￿
o
v
e
r
l
a
p
s
T
￿ if
h
e
a
d
￿
T
￿
￿precedes
h
e
a
d
￿
T
￿
￿ and
l
a
s
t
￿
T
￿
￿ lies between
h
e
a
d
￿
T
￿
￿ and
l
a
s
t
￿
T
￿
￿; second,
T
￿
i
n
T
￿ if
h
e
a
d
￿
T
￿
￿
coincides with or follows
h
e
a
d
￿
T
￿
￿ and
l
a
s
t
￿
T
￿
￿ precedes or coincides with
l
a
s
t
￿
T
￿
￿;
third,
T
￿
o
v
e
r
l
a
p
p
e
d
b
y
T
￿ if
h
e
a
d
￿
T
￿
￿ lies between
h
e
a
d
￿
T
￿
￿ and
l
a
s
t
￿
T
￿
￿ and
l
a
s
t
￿
T
￿
￿
follows
l
a
s
t
￿
T
￿
￿.
The similarity for each of these cases is computed slightly differently, depending on
which elements of the trajectory sequences are actually considered in the computation. If
n
￿
l
e
n
g
t
h
￿
T
￿
￿ and
m
￿
l
e
n
g
t
h
￿
T
￿
￿, and
k is the iteration variable, the three cases are
computed as follows:
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T
￿
o
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r
l
a
p
p
i
n
g
T
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The similarity (
 ) between two trajectories is then deﬁned as:
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One important property of this deﬁnition is elaborated by the following theorem:
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5.3.2. TS-2D-PIR similarity In the previous subsection, we described how to measure
the similarity of the movements of two objects. Video data, however, typically contains
multiple objects in a scene and so to measure scene similarity we also need to take account
of the interactions among objects. To measure the similarity of two collections of mov-
ing objects, we need to measure the similarity between their corresponding TS-2D-PIRs.
However, for the same reasons mentioned above for trajectory similarity, we need only to
consider the spatial components of TS-2D-PIR (i.e. the 2D-PIR sequence).
The degree of similarity between 2D-PIR relationships, is dependent on the degree of
similarity betweencomponentsof 2D-PIRs. For example,the degreeof similarity between
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topological relationships (
 ) and interval relationships (
  and
 ). These similarity metrics
are based on distances within the neigbourhood graphs deﬁned in Section 5.2; the details
of the derivation of distance metrics table for 2D-PIRs is given in [23]. This measure has a
minimum value of 0 (for identical 2D-PIRs) up to a maximum distance of 20.785. Based
on distance measure for topological and interval relationships, the distance between two
2D-PIR relationships,
p
￿,
p
￿ is deﬁned using the following Euclidean distance formula:
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However, our objective is to measure similiarity between two pictures in term of
 . This
implies deriving
  from the Euclidean distance formula. As before, we use a normalized
measure with values in the range
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￿ (0 means “totally dissimilar”, 100 means “iden-
tical”). The similarity between two 2D-PIR relationships,
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formula:
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Based on this, we can deﬁne a similarity measure for 2D-PIR sequences. Let
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be the spatial components of
s
t-relationships (i.e. 2D-PIR sequences). The similarity
between
S
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￿ and any
S
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￿ is deﬁned as:
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5.3.3. Scene Similarity Having deﬁned the similarity between trajectories of moving
objectsandthesimilaritybetweenspatiotemporalrelationshipsofmultiplemovingobjects,
we can now deﬁne similarity between scenes (or, more strictly, between scene graphs).
Let
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￿ is then computed as a weighted sum of the
trajectory distances and
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t-relationship distances on the common objects:
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￿ areweightsindicatingthe relativeimportanceofthetrajectoryandspatial
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The scene similarity measure is deﬁned in terms of this distance measure, normalized
into
￿
￿
 
 
￿
￿
￿
￿ as before. In this case, however, the value of the maximum distance depends
on the numberof terms in the summation. Let us denote the numberof commonobjects by
N
n and the number of
s
t-relationships by
N
s
t, and denote the maximum scene distance in
terms of these by
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t. Thus, the similarity between two scenes
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5.4. Complexity of scene matching
The computation of scene distance involves two summations over the set of common
objects. Let us denote the size of this set as
N, where
N will typically be of the same
order as the size of the object sets for each individual scene. Each component in the ﬁrst
summation (over the
N objects) requires a trajectory distance calculation; the cost of this
is proportional to the product of the lengths of the individual trajectories. The second
summationis overall pairs ofcommonobjectsin the scene (whichrequires
O
￿
N
￿
￿ terms).
Each component in this summation requires a 2D-PIR sequence distance calculation; the
cost of this is proportional to the length of the
s
t-relationship sequence in each scene. If
T denotes the average trajectory length, and
R is the average length of the
s
t-relationship
sequences, then the time taken for the similarity calculation is
O
￿
N
T
￿
￿
N
￿
R
￿.
6. A Prototype Video Retrieval System
Thearchitectureforourprototypevideoretrievalsystemis showninFigure12. Thesystem
consists of seven major components: user interface, scene identiﬁcation, query interpreter,
scene graph builder, insertion engine, retrieval engine and scene database. Note that the
query interpreter is essentially just a parser for text-based queries (like those in Section 4).
6.1. User interface
The user interface is used to formulate queries and to generate scene representations either
via development of an animation or through manual mark-up of objects on a real video,
followed by automatic TS-2D-PIR generation.
In creating an animation, a user draws objects and their trajectories, plays the animation
(to generate
s
t-relationships between objects); the system then generates a scene graph
and stores it in the database. The current prototype treats every moving object as having
equal constant speed. Our model is, of course, capable of dealing with objects moving at
different and non-uniform speeds, but this type of object movement is sufﬁcient to enable
us to conduct our experiments.
In creating a scene graph from a video source, the system interacts with a user to identify
and track objects in the scene. This feature is not implemented in the current prototype,
although most of the functionality is available in our static image retrieval system [24].302
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results
video/animation
Scene Identifier Query Interpreter
Graphical User Interface
Scene Graph Builder
Insertion Engine Retrieval Engine
Scene Graph Repository Scene Repository Micon Repository
animation clip
sketch query
scene graph scene graph
text query micon query
SCENE DATABASE
scene
Figure 12. Architecture of Prototype Video Retrieval System
A user has two options in formulating queries: posing a query using a query language
(text-based) or posing a query using a graphical query language (sketch-based). With
the graphical query language, the user may pose either trajectory-similarity queries or
scene-similarity queries. For trajectory-similarity queries, the trajectory is sketched in a
window and the system ﬁnds scenes containing objects moving with a similar trajectory.
Forscene-similarityqueries, eithertheentirescene is sketched(as ifcreatingananimation)
or a known scene is identiﬁed to be used as the basis for the similarity matching.
6.2. Scene identiﬁcation
“Real world” video sources such as movies consist of a sequence of scenes. A scene (or
clip)is a (typicallyshort)sequenceofvideodatashotfora continuousperiodusingasingle
camera (some other video retrieval workers call this a shot). Each scene contains a number
of(possibly)movingobjectsandconsistsofasequenceofframes(staticimages). Sinceitis
not generally useful to return an entire movie as the answer to a query, our retrieval system
deals with all video data at the scene level. In our system, scenes are accessed primarily by
theirrepresentationasscenegraphsthroughscene-similarityqueries. However,anamemay
also be associated with a scene for use in retrieval (e.g.
C
a
t
A
n
d
M
o
u
s
e in Section 4.2).
One problemwith treatingvideodataas scenes is thatthe datais suppliedas acontinuous
sequenceofimages,withnoseparationbetweenscenes. Oneapproachtosceneseparationis
to use manual methods, but this approach is clearly not practical for large video databases.
A second approach is to employ an existing method to automatically determine scene
boundaries. Some successful techniques for this problem have been developed over theM
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last few years based on ideas such as adjacent frame colour similarity [28, 19, 25]. A good
survey of these methods can be found in [7].
The current prototype assumes that scene identiﬁcation has already been done, which is
trivial for user-supplied animations where each animation corresponds to a single scene.
6.3. Scene graph builder
The major task of the scene graph builder is to transform a video or animation scene into
a scene graph as described in Section 5.1. In building a scene graph from a sequence of
frames,thegraphbuilderisaidedbyanimageprocessingmoduleandtheuserinidentifying
objects in the scene. While this feature is not implemented in the current prototype, we
provide a brief explanation here of how it can be achieved.
The image processing module will identify objects contained in the scene starting from
the ﬁrst frame. This identiﬁcation process is a non-trivial problem and a fully automatic
approachis not feasible using current technology,except in speciﬁc domains such as video
surveillance. Ourapproachrequiresmanualinterventioninsegmentingandnamingobjects
in frames. The user is not requiredto segmenteveryframe,since we only considera subset
of the frames (the key frames).
In the current prototype, a user can create an animation clip and then send this clip to the
transformer to create its correspondingscene graph. Since the objects are generated by the
animationsoftware,they canbe automaticallyidentiﬁedandthe TS-2D-PIRrepresentation
for the animation can be generated completely automatically.
6.4. Insertion engine
The insertion engine is responsible for storing videos and scene graphs in the ﬁle system.
While it is possible to store entire videos (in a format such as MPEG), it is more likely that
the system in future will simply store references (e.g. URLs) to the original video sources.
The current prototype only stores user-generated animations, and these are actually stored
as sequences of operations that can recreate the animation through the GUI.
Scenegraphsarestoredsimplyas binarydatastructures. Infutureversionsofthesystem,
we plan to incorporate indexing capabilities to enable faster retrieval and better ﬁltering of
scenes. One type of indexing that could be very simply implemented, would be to build
signatures indicating which objects were present in each scene. This could be used to
ﬁlter out irrelevant scenes and save on scene similarity computations for queries where we
require a match on a speciﬁed set of objects.
6.5. Retrieval engine
Retrieval of scenes from a scene database can be performed via trajectory-based, scene-
based or text-based methods. For all similarity-based queries, the system will make use of
a threshold value that is either speciﬁed by the user before the query is run or is a default
value chosen to yield “reasonable” precision and recall over a range of queries.304
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Trajectory-based queries are initiated by drawing a trajectory in a window. The system
will ﬁnd scenes from the scene database that contain an object whose trajectory is similar
to the user-sketched trajectory. The system also allows the user to specify a name for the
moving object; the query will then match only scenes that contain the speciﬁed object
moving with the given trajectory.
A scene-based query can be posed either by a scene name or by an animated scene. To
retrieve scenes similar to an existing scene, the user must specify the name of the existing
scene. For retrieval based on an animated scene, the user ﬁrst creates the animation as
speciﬁed above for animation insertion. The system then plays the animation to set up
the scene graph, and sends the scene graph to the retrieval engine where scene-similarity
matching is performed.
The system also supports a simple text-based query language to retrieve scenes. This
type of query speciﬁcation is based on the moving object algebra described in Section 3
and is similar to the query speciﬁcation used in traditional database systems.
The user is not only able to retrieve scenes from the database, but can also create new
scenes basedonexistingscenes byusingthe projectionandoverlay operations. Theeasiest
way to create a new scene is via the query language. However, the GUI also provide
facilities to build new animated scenes from existing ones.
6.6. Scene database
The scene database is partitioned into three repositories: video/animation clips, scene
graphs and motion icons (micons). In the ﬁrst, we store either original video/animation
clips or references (URLs) to the original clips. The micons provide summaries of the
actual clips and are stored locally since they may be presented to the user in the ﬁrst stage
of the retrieval process. Scene graphs also are stored locally, since they are central to the
image retrieval process. Each stored scene graph contains:
  pointers to the original video and iconic versions of the scene
  a set of descriptors for the objects in the scene
  a set of spatiotemporal relationships among the objects.
7. Comparison with Other Models
Spatiotemporal information, especially information that deals with moving objects is a
new topic in the database area. Our work is one of the pioneering efforts in the area
of spatiotemporal information and moving objects. To complete our discussion on this
topic, we compare our model with related work by Lee [17], Dimitrova [9], Bimbo [6],
Shearer [29], and Sistla [30]. One point worth noting at the outset is that our model is
unique in its support of operations for constructing new scenes from existing ones via the
projection and overlay operations; none of the other approaches support this.
In Lee’s model [17], the basic unit of data is a “video record”, which is comparable to
our basic unit of a “scene”. Retrieval is based on video records. In Lee’s model, a queryM
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can be posed based on video record identiﬁers, objects in a video record, tracks or some
combination of these.
Lee’s deﬁnition of “track” is more like our notion of “trajectory”, since it does not
contain temporal information. However, Lee’s track notion is richer than our trajectory,
since it considers four classes of motion, taking into account the translation and rotation
of objects as well as camera motion. The disadvantage of Lee’s rich motion modelling is
that track-based queries are difﬁcult to specify. In contrast, queries on trajectories in our
model are very simple; a user need only draw a trajectory in a window and the system can
automatically produce a trajectory to use in a query. In addition, we deﬁne a similarity
measure for retrieval on trajectories, which is lacking in Lee’s model.
Our data model is more expressive than Lee’s in a number of important areas. Since our
tracks contain temporal as well as spatial data, it is possible to ask queries such as “how
longis anobjectmovinginacertaindirection”underourmodel. Also, ourmodeladdresses
spatiotemporalrelationshipsamong objects in a scene, so it is possible to ask queries about
how objects relate to other objects during motion.
Dimitrova’s model for moving objects [9] combines object attributes such as name, type
and shape of objects with trajectories and object movement. Even though our model does
not speciﬁcally mention object attributes, these could be included in a straightforward
manner. A query language,called EVA, and its visual counterpart,VEVA, are providedfor
video clip retrieval. This model is comparable to ours only in its ability to query based on
an object trajectory.
A trajectory in Dimitrova’s model is represented by a chain code, which is similar
to our trajectory but with distances removed (in other words, a sequence of directions).
Dimitrova’s model supports both exact-match and similarity-match queries on the chain-
codes describing an object’s motion. Dimitrova’s model does not support any notion of
spatiotemporal relationships, so that one cannot ask queries regarding the relations among
the objects in a scene.
Bimbo [6] provides an interesting model for moving objects using spatiotemporal logic.
The logic is an extension of temporal logic, with the operator until as the main operator.
Bimbo’s model does not include tracks or trajectories, and so cannot answer the important
class of queries based on these notions.
Bimbo’s spatiotemporal logic is comparable to our spatiotemporal relationship model,
with the main difference being that he uses a logic approach and we use an algebraic
approach. However, queries involving spatiotemporal relationships can be formulated and
answered under both schemes. Bimbo’s model, however, treats moving objects as points
(in our model they are pointsets), and so cannot deal with queries related to duration,
overlapping and containment.
In Bimbo’s model, a scene is represented by spatiotemporal logic assertions, while our
model representsscenes as symbolic graphs. In retrievingsimilar scenes, Bimbo compares
the spatiotemporal logic representation of a query scene with the spatiotemporal logic
representation of scenes in a database using exact match. Our model, on the other hand,
provides both exact and similarity matching for scenes.
The spatiotemporal logic representation of a scene is very complex, and it is virtually
impossible to use the spatiotemporal logic directly in specifying scene queries. Therefore,
a visual query editor is provided which will translate the visual query to a corresponding306
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spatiotemporal logic query. In such a system, is not clear how a query like “ﬁnd a scene
where two objects
A and
B enter region
C and where
A enters
C before
B does and where
ﬁnally
A and
B collide inside
C” can be supported. Such queries, as noted above, are
relatively simply specify in our data model.
Shearer [29] proposed a model that extends 2D B-strings for moving objects. 2D B-
strings can represent both directional and topological relationships. However, Shearer’s
schemecanonlymodeltopologicalrelationshipsonrectangularobjects(oronthebounding
rectangle of complex objects). This model can only be used for scene matching, and has
limited support for similarity matching on scenes (only three types of matching).
Shearer’s model is considerably less expressive than ours since it provides no support
for modelling either spatiotemporal relationships between objects or the trajectories of
individual objects.
A new model for moving objects called MOST (Moving Objects Spatio-Temporal) has
been proposed by Sistla [30]. This model tackles the problem more from a database
perspective and attempts to devise an approach to handling rapidly changing “data” such
as the position of an object. Rather than representing a moving object as a single database
recordthat is constantlybeingupdated,or bya set of
￿
t
i
m
e
 
l
o
c
a
t
i
o
n
￿records,it stores the
moving object as a record with static information and a function to compute the object’s
location at any speciﬁed time. Whether this approach would be useful for representing
video data would depend on how easy it was to develop the movement functions for the
objects in a scene. This does not seem like a trivial task.
MOST has a comparable concept to our spatiotemporal relationship called a “database
history”. However, the representation of database history is not formally deﬁned, leaving
it open to question whether it can handle spatiotemporal queries such as those described
above. A query in MOST is like other traditional database queries (MOST uses an SQL-
like syntax) enriched with spatial operations and temporal logic operators such as the until
operator. There is no deﬁnition of scene similarity retrieval.
In summary, our model has a number of unique features, including: the combination of
tracks and spatiotemporal relationships into a single framework, the ability to create a new
scene based on existing scenes using the projectionand overlayoperations, and supportfor
exact as well as similarity retrieval. Table 0 summarizes the above comparison.
8. Conclusion
A novel graph structure has been used successfully to represent dynamic multimedia data.
Thisgraphstructure,withnodesbeingobjectsandedgesbeingrelationships(spatiotemporal
relationships)abstracts awaymanydetails fromanactual movingpicture At the same time,
it retains a detailed summary of spatial or spatiotemporal relationships among objects.
A moving object is modelled as a pair (symbol,track) (called an object descriptor). The
symbol uniquely identiﬁes the object and the track describes how the object moves. A
scene is modeled as a graph where the nodes contain object descriptors, and the edges are
labeled by spatiotemporal relationships (based on our 2D-PIR model).
The moving object model is equipped with several operations on moving objects and
scenes which are useful, not only for retrieving moving objects in a scene database, butM
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also for constructingnew scenes from existing ones. We illustrated in speciﬁc applications
how to retrieve moving object(s) stored in a database and create new scenes from existing
ones using the available operations.
A scene graphis constructedfroma sequenceof imagesusing a simple, efﬁcientmethod.
Theconstructionleads toa graphstructureforwhichan efﬁcientscene-matchingalgorithm
has been developed. Scene retrieval can be based on exact scene matching or similarity
scenematching. Wedeﬁnesimilaritymeasuresontrajectoriesandonsequencesof2D-PIR.
For scene similarity, we integrate trajectory similarity and sequence similarity.
We have implemented a prototype moving object retrieval system. The system supports
sketch-basedqueries (graphicalqueries) and a symbolic querylanguage. We considerboth
kinds of queries to be necessary to effectively handle a wide range of user queries.
We have compared our model with several related models and found that it provides
more features: it supports both trajectories and spatiotemporal relationships; it supports
approximate and exact match queries; it allows the generation of new scenes from existing
scenes. The latter feature is unique to our model.
Insummary,the majorcontributionofthis paperis a modelfordynamicmultimediadata.
Based on this model we developformal similarity measures on trajectories, spatiotemporal
relationships and scenes so that similarity retrieval on dynamic multimedia data can be
conducted according to user needs. A set of powerful operations on moving objects are
derived from the model. We have shown how to apply these operations for asking queries
about moving objects in a number of useful applications.
At present, our work supports only translational motion and assumes that the moving
objects are reasonably rigid. Hence, complex motions such as dust-storms or tornadoes or
exploding objects cannot be represented. Nor do we currently support rotation and scaling
of images. Also, our work depends on being able to identify scenes in videos, identify the
objectsineachimageinascene,andtrackthemotionofobjectsoveratemporalsequenceof
images. The ﬁrst of these tasks is currentlythe subject of muchwork, and some reasonable
results are emerging (e.g. [7]). The other two tasks cannot be accomplished automatically
at present; although semi-automatic methods are available for object segmentation and
tracking (e.g. [9]).
Future work in this area includes investigating the completeness of our proposed oper-
ations and developing efﬁcient query processing schemes. Another interesting and chal-
lenging aspect for future work is the development of indexing for scenes to improve the
efﬁciency of retrieval.
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AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY, INDONESIA
4. On a related point, in order to implement our model, we assume that some mechanism exists to identify and
track the movement of individual objects in a picture. While this process cannot currently be fully automated,
we assume that image processing methods will eventually produce an automatic solution. For the present,
we can use existing semi-automatic techniques for the extraction of objects from images and the tracking of
object movement.
5. In this paper, we concern ourselves primarily with 2-dimensional scenes from video. In fact, our model
extends quite naturally to 3-dimensional image data, or indeed
n-dimensional data.
6. We use the term “scene” to denote a sequence of images from a single camera over a contiguous time period.
Other video retrieval work uses the term “shot” to apply to such a sequence.
7. This is not unreasonable, given that a video can be regarded as a sequence of still images separated by very
small time intervals, and we do not actually know the motion of objects in between the two image instants.
8. Assume that the repeated
￿
i
c
 
d
 
d
￿ component in the patterns will be elided by the concatenation (
￿)
operation.
9. We would need to consider all objects if no semantic information about objects were available.
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